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Each working in a different medium, four Pittsburgh artists explore topics 
as diverse as subjective public opinion, acts of passion, pure chance and 
personal meditative experiences in The Solo Summer Series, a new show 
at Lawrenceville’s Fe Gallery. 
  
Resurrecting Renaissance and neo-classical museum paintings with a 
camera lens and a message is James Osher’s “Three Seconds with the 
Masters” (2005). Sixteen enlarged color photos contain details of 
“masterpieces”: unidentified gentry portraits or pudgy, winged cherubs. Yet 
thanks to the artist’s manipulation, they’re often distorted -- an effect that, 
according to the artist’s statement, mimics how patrons often “see” art.     
  
Osher presents only portions of the original works. From skewed angles we see just a woman’s blurred 
face with three noses, and a bearded, becapped man’s, hidden behind haziness. While some 
reproductions are in focus, the artist edits out the remainder perhaps to exemplify a small segment that 
would interest viewers. Osher’s intent?  Pointing out the discord between an artist’s technical excellence 
and the museum-goer’s hasty and injudicious “I don’t get it!” or “What’s next?”   
  
Portraying the safest, most tranquil place as a site of insecurity and carnage are Susanne Slavick’s 
“Pillow Talk” (2003) and “Heads Will Roll” (2003). “Pillow,” a six-painting series, shows only a pillow 
against a lurid, red-streaked background. Each cushion is divided in half, perhaps alluding to the absent 
“talkers,” their fates unknown. The companion piece, “Heads,” potentially provides an answer. Though the 
scene is minimal, it suggests much: Against a blood-colored background an unfurled bed sheet contains 
six gray-white skullcaps holding either tufts of reddish-orange hair -- or funerary flowers? If alluding to the 
pillow talkers, “Heads” doesn’t inspire sweet dreams.                 
  
In the storefront gallery’s basement, Alexandra Etschmaier’s installation “gestures” (2005) offers nine 
works composed of sisal (read: brown twine) and glue. Entering the silent, darkened, low-ceilinged space 
(watch your head!) illuminated by sparse lighting deployed directly over the works, one first gets the 
sense of trespass and foreboding. For at a distance, the sculptures resemble body parts in size and color. 
  
Roundish and hollow, roughly three feet high -- it’s as if each creation were fashioned using a potter’s 
wheel. A single piece of string continues upward to produce fanciful shapes that, in their evolution, 
involved little artist help -- as if each were conceived of its own free will. Furthering a sense of the 
animate, each “gesture” is sited amidst a “nest” of whitish glue shavings and detained (or safeguarded?) 
behind sisal curtain rings. Created with no subject in mind, one resembles a Greek amphora vase minus 
handles; another, a standing amputated leg, bent at the knee.   
  
Two works by Anna Divinsky are entitled “boundaries.” The first  (2004-05) employs shibori, a “Japanese 
shape-resist technique” that according to Divinsky’s statement transforms “fabric into a three-dimensional 
surface by folding, tying, twisting, and knotting.” Equating it with scarred and welted flesh, the material’s 
formulation is itself a meditative act; Divinsky’s emulation involves several yellowish tubular swatches 
descending from ceiling to floor, their surfaces imprinted with red and orange starbursts. 
  
Outdoors, Divinsky’s second “boundaries” (2005) is composed of 11 strips of silk gauze. Approximately 
10 feet long and 3 feet wide, the stained lime and pink bands catch the wind while moored to the gallery’s 
exterior. A pleasing piece of whim-wham, it resembles Christo’s “The Gates,” in New York City -- albeit 
much less imposing. 
  
Who knows, maybe the same breezes that stirred Christo’s wind-generated installation will flutter 
Divinsky’s silken-winged creation in Pittsburgh.  



 
 
The Solo Summer Series continues through Sept. 3. Fe Gallery, 4102 Butler St., 
Lawrenceville. 412-860-6028 


